Abstract. The Internet consists of many self-administered and inter-connected Autonomous Systems (ASms). ASms exchange inter-AS routing information with each other via the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Neighboring BGP routers located in different ASms share their inter-AS routing information via external BGP (eBGP), whereas two routers in the same AS share their inter-AS routing information via internal BGP (iBGP). From the paths received from its peers, each BGP router chooses the best path based on routing policies chosen locally at its own AS. Conflicting policies between different ASms may cause divergence problems in eBGP, i.e., permanent oscillations in the chosen path to the destination. On the other hand, divergence problems may also occur in iBGP. This is caused by the interaction of routereflection clustering, which is a technique to improve the scalability of iBGP, and other factors, such as intra-AS link costs, among others. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive solution that avoids all the known anomalies with both eBGP and iBGP. In our solution, each AS can locally choose its routing policies, while still ensuring anomaly-free behavior.
Introduction
The Internet consists of many self-administered and inter-connected Autonomous Systems (ASms). Routing in the Internet is separated into intra-AS routing and inter-AS routing. Intra-AS routing (e.g., OSPF, RIP) advertises routing information that is local to the AS to all routers within the same AS. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [1] advertises inter-AS routing information between BGP routers. Each pair of neighboring BGP routers in different ASms share their inter-AS routing information via external BGP (eBGP). Each pair of BGP routers within the same AS share their inter-AS routing information via internal BGP (iBGP). Contrary to eBGP, sharing routing information in iBGP is done even if the pair of routers are not neighbors, i.e., even if they are separated by multiple network hops.
BGP routers exchange inter-AS routing information via a TCP connection with each of its BGP peers. If a peer is located in a different AS, it is known as an eBGP peer, and the TCP connection to this peer is referred as an eBGP peering session. Similarly, a peer in the same AS is known as an iBGP peer, and the TCP connection to it is referred as an iBGP peering session.
From the set of paths advertised by its peers, each router chooses the best path based on the routing policies chosen locally at its AS. Conflicting routing policies [2] between different ASms may cause divergence in eBGP, i.e., the path to the destination continuously oscillates between several possible paths. Divergence may also occur in iBGP, even when eBGP is stable. This is caused by the interaction of route-reflection clustering [3] , which is a technique to improve the scalability of iBGP, and other factors, such as intra-AS link costs, and MED values 1 .
Many solutions have been proposed to avoid eBGP and iBGP divergence anomalies separately. However, we are not aware of any solution that solves divergence anomalies in both eBGP and iBGP combined. Govindan et al. [4] proposed an architecture to analyze the routing policies statically and find conflicting routing policies. On the other hand, Griffin et al. [5] have shown that checking routing policies for divergence is intractable. Gao et al. [6] proposed a set of guidelines for choosing routing policies in order to avoid eBGP divergence. However, their solution removes the freedom of each AS to choose its routing policies locally. Basu et al. [7] and Walton et al. [8] provided solutions to solve iBGP divergence anomalies. For a given destination prefix, in the original iBGP, each router only advertises a single best path to its iBGP peers. In both of these solutions, for a given destination, routers are required to advertise multiple paths to its iBGP peers, requiring higher memory and message overheads, and thus defeating the purpose of using route-reflection clustering.
In this paper, we are providing a comprehensive solution that solves all the known anomalies with iBGP and eBGP. In our solution, BGP path update message carries only two additional integer cost metric values. One cost metric is used to detect and avoid the eBGP divergence anomalies and other cost metric is used to detect and avoid iBGP divergence. For a given destination prefix, our solution does not require multiple path advertisements between iBGP peers. Also, each AS can choose routing policies locally. Our solution restricts the routing policies, only when, there exists a divergence. best(input : set of paths advertised by peers) 1 .
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BGP Path Selection
In this paper, we assume that each router tries to find a path to some special destination prefix 
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Sequence of ASms along the path to reach the destination prefix
For a pair of ASms connected by more than one link, the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED) value indicates the preference of one link over another. A smaller
value indicates a greater link preference.
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From each peer, a router receives a path (potentially empty) to reach the destination. From this set of paths, the router must choose the "best" path and adopt it as its own path. The best path is chosen according to the algorithm given in Fig. 2 [7] . If a router adopts a new path, i.e. if its best path is not its previously chosen path, then the router informs each of its peers about the newly chosen path. 
Route-Reflection Clustering
In the original iBGP peering scheme, each border router within an AS is a iBGP peer of all other routers within the same AS. As the size of the AS increases, this scheme fails to scale due to large number of iBGP peering sessions required. A common solution is to employ route-reflection clustering [3] . In this approach, the routers within an AS are divided into disjoint sets, known as clusters. In Fig. 1 
for some ( . Each reflector maintains a peering session with routers that fall in the following three categories: (a) all routers within its own cluster (via iBGP peering), (b) all reflectors of all other clusters in its AS (via iBGP peering), (c) in the case when the reflector is also a border router, all its neighboring routers outside of its AS (via eBGP peering). All routers, within its cluster, that establish a iBGP peering session with a reflector are known as the clients of the reflector. For example, in Fig. 1(a) , the clients of reflector 1 2 are )
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. Note that interior routers learn about paths to the destination only via their reflector. Furthermore, although border routers may learn paths from their neighbors outside of their AS, the only router within their own AS from whom they learn paths is their reflector. As an example, consider again Fig. 1(a when these are its only available choices. We require relation ¥ to be a total-order on paths. However, a total-order is not guaranteed if the best-path selection algorithm uses MED values. Until section 7, we will ignore the MED values for path selection. In section 8, we will briefly discuss incorporating MED values into our approach. In this paper, we will use eBGP results from [11] and iBGP results from [12] to provide a comprehensive solution.
Every node , and its value is updated under the following constraints.
-At all times, Note that the path actually taken by datagrams as they traverse an AS may be different from the chosen paths above. E.g., if , where all the nodes in the sub-path belong to the same AS, the actual path taken by datagrams is the shortest intra-AS path between routers ( § . Next, we will present the greedy protocol, which simulates the working of BGP protocol with route-reflection. Specification of the greedy protocol at node b is shown in Fig. 3 . The notation used in this paper is similar to the notation defined in [13] , [14] . The greedy protocol consists of one action with guard . If the guard is true, i.e., if the current chosen path is different from the best available path, then node b greedily assigns to ( § § . In the next two sections, we present two anomalies associated with the greedy protocol. . This causes the ranking of each node to be in conflict with the ranking of its next hop to 5 . The cyclic relationship between these ranking prevents any node from obtaining a stable path to 5 . To see this, consider the following steps: . Hence, 1 3
changes its path to
. This in turn forces node § ¦ 3
to change its path to
, and the system is back to its initial state.
Converging to a steady state is highly sensitive to the ranking of paths. For instance, in Fig. 4 .1, if the ranking of paths at $ 3
is reversed, then the system is guaranteed to converge to a steady state. Due to this sensitivity to the ranking of paths, deciding if an SPP instance converges is NP-complete [5] .
Even with stable eBGP, we consider an iBGP anomaly in which routers within an AS fail to converge to a stable assignment of paths [9] . We refer to this anomaly as clustering-induced divergence, because the interaction between route-reflection clustering and intra-AS routing link costs causes the system to diverge.
An example of clustering-induced divergence is shown in Fig. 4 .2(a) [9] . Figure 4.2(b) shows the peering graph of Fig. 4.2(a) . In this example, we assume that at AS (1)
Initially, assume that for each
. Consider the following sequence of events. , because its previous path via $ 3
is no longer available.
The state of the system after step 7 is the same as the state after step 1. The system will therefore never reach a steady assignments of paths.
Comprehensive Solution
To provide a comprehensive solution that solves divergence anomalies with both eBGP and iBGP, we combine the solutions provided in [11] , [12] . The general behavior of both solutions is similar. However, they have significant differences. The eBGP solution [11] models each AS as a single node. On the other hand, the iBGP solution [12] does consider the individual routers within a single AS, but it assumes the external paths from border routers are stable.
In both the solutions, each node maintains a cost value to detect divergence. Cost values grow without bound if there exists divergence in the system. If the cost value 
¦
, then nodes restrict their routing policies such that divergence is removed from the system. For our comprehensive solution, we have to decide whether to have two separate cost values to solve each of eBGP and iBGP divergence anomalies, or to have a single cost value to solve both eBGP and iBGP divergence anomalies.
A simple and efficient solution could be to just maintain a single cost value for solving both eBGP and iBGP divergence anomalies. Figure 5 
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, and § . This causes the node to stop changing its chosen path. Thus, the path chosen at this node becomes stable, which stabilizes the paths at all other nodes. Hence, the single cost metric solution solves divergence anomalies with both eBGP and iBGP. However, it is not practical due to following reason. Lets consider Fig. 5 . Next, we will present a Comprehensive-Divergence Avoidance Protocol, which forces convergence in both eBGP and iBGP. Figure 6 shows the specification of the Comprehensive-Divergence Avoidance Protocol (C-DAP). By ignoring MED values, the ranking relation ¥ becomes a total-order relation at each node. This protocol is motivated by the following observations. Lets consider eBGP divergence steps shown in the Fig. 4.1(a) . Rank of the best path at each node decreases periodically. Divergence may not be possible, if the rank of the best path at each node increases monotonically. Eventually, every node should get the highest ranked path as the best path and the system should stabilize. We use this observation to detect divergence in eBGP. We use similar observation to detect iBGP divergence. In iBGP divergence example, rank of the best path at each reflector decreases periodically. In particular, the rank of the best path at reflector 8 3
Comprehensive-Divergence Avoidance Protocol
decreases from step 1 to step 3. In C-DAP, every node value depending on whether 
Other iBGP Anomalies
iBGP also suffers from two other types anomalies: MED-induced divergence, clusteringinduced loops. Clustering-induced loops occur due to interaction between intra-AS link costs and route-reflection clustering. This anomaly can be avoided if the reflectors selectively advertise paths to their client routers. For complete details of this anomaly and proposed solution, readers are referred to [15] . iBGP also suffers from MED-Induced divergence anomaly. This anomaly disappears, if we ignore MED values for route selection. Reason for this anomaly is due to interaction between intra-AS routing link costs, route-reflection clustering, and MED values. MED-induced anomaly can be avoided by introducing virtual nodes [10] , [12] in peering graph. Due space constaints, we are not presenting the complete details.
Related Work
There are several solutions proposed to solve eBGP and iBGP anomalies separately. We are not aware of any proposed comprehensive solution, that avoids anomalies with both eBGP and iBGP. Proposed eBGP solutions can be divided into three categories. First category of solutions avoid the eBGP divergence by statically checking for conflicting routing policies in a centralized database [4] . This solution has several disadvantages. First, it requires global-coordination among all ASms. Second, Griffin et al. [5] also proved that the checking of conflicting routing policies is NP-hard. Second category of solutions avoid the divergence by presenting guidelines [6] for selecting the routing policies at each AS. This solution does not require global-coordination among ASms. But, it restricts the routing policies and removes the freedom of each AS choosing routing policies locally. Third category of solutions [16] avoid the divergence by restricting routing policies during runtime. In [16] , every path update message carries the history of path update events. If a node finds a loop in the history of path update events then it removes some valid path(s) to avoid divergence. Loop in the history is only a necessary but not sufficient condition for divergence. Hence, their solution, sometimes, removes the path unnecessarily.
Proposed iBGP solutions avoid divergence by advertising multiple paths [7] [8] between each pair iBGP peers. Both solutions require high memory and message overheads. This defeats the whole purpose of using route-reflection clustering.
BGP is the de-facto standard for inter-AS routing. Both external and internal forms of BGP plagued with many forms of anomalies. In this paper, we provided a comprehensive solution that solves all the known anomalies. Specification of our C-DAP protocol assumes shared memory model. But, we can easily change to more general message passing model by assuming that each path update message carries a pair of integer cost values. In our protocol, divergence increases the cost values to the maximum threshold values. We can reset these cost values by maintaining timers or by periodically using a reset protocol presented in [17] .
